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The project is located on the border of the new Outremont, a neighborhood under reconstruction after 

acquiring a former marshaling yard by the Université de Montréal in 2005. With the collaboration of the city 

and the borough, the University of Montreal is developing a long-term urban planning project (until 2030) to 

transform the old station into a second university campus. This campus will be a sustainable neighborhood 

with a mix of institutional, residential, and public spaces. The neighborhood's residential projects also 

advocate affordable and diverse housing that would meet future students' needs and varying social class 

and age populations. 

 
Our residential project is a prototype consisting of two residential buildings (7-storey and 3-storey) that 

attempts to respond to the new neighborhood's ideologies and adapt to a district's particular context to 

complete construction and transformation.  

 

Adaptability 

The prototype attempts to offer a maximum variety of housing with the same structural system. It provides 

the possibility of easily transforming housing to meet the diversity of tenants in the development phase of 

the neighborhood.The primary purpose of making a prefabricated prototype is to have typological 

transformation over time. The building is constructed with removable equipment and materials that can be 

easily removed and rearranged, making ten distinctive typologies of flats. 

Structure and building bracing 

The designed project is a Meccano assembly, it means that all pieces are assembled on site but are pre-

engineered. The structure is an hybrid timber frame system of columns and beams and a system of slabs 

and vertical CLT panels. This wooden building is structurally composed of two distinct areas; A fixed zone 

includes slabs and load-bearing panels that allow the structure to be braced and an adaptable zone made 

of beams and columns. The adaptable area corresponds to an open grid with a modular unit measuring 3 

meters by 6 meters. The combination makes the different housing configurations of several of these units. 

After every two floors, there is a central corridor that connects the three emergency exits and work as 

longitudinal braces to maintain the solidity of the building. 

mechanical passage and prefabricated elements 

The raised floor allows us to move the service modules to the desired points to maintain the project's 

compatibility. Mechanical installations are installed between the CLT panels and the raised floor, allowing 

the user to use the space according to personal taste and place prefabricated furniture such as a kitchen 

module, bathroom, and toilet in the desired location. 


